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NEUROMUSCULAR RES?ON$S IN 
JUNIOR hOU SCHOOL 

BOYS 

INTRODUCTION 

The prob10 oí reaction time ffrst arose ir the 1e1d of 

a3tronoxay. Hietoz'y recorde that in 1796, an astronomer, working in the 

Groenwicth Observatory in England, discovered that one of his sistants 

differed from him in his observation oî the instant at which a star 

traversed a cross hair in a. telescope. The assistant wa subsequently 

dismissed arid it was not until some twenty years later that the 

question presented here was ever taken up again. At that tine, Bessel, 

a Geian astroflorner, happened on a note reporting there facts in an 

observatory report; and he decided to make a study of astronomer8. by 

testing them against each other. His resilts showed that no two 

persons agreed precïsely on the tiiie of a given transi.t and that the 

discrepancies anong thei were duo to more basic individual ditferenees 

in manner of røaction rather than mere carelessness. Since these 

rneasireinents depend upon the individual's speed of reaction, it was 

concluded that the differences anong observers had to be explainable 

in terms of what eae to be called the 'personal equation"-constant 

individuai differences in speed of roction. 

This brought the problem born in astronr into the field of 

psychology where the study and x!loasureraent of reaction tiie becane 

quite important. It was Helittholth (6) who, in 18S0, first devised 



the reaction iìethod in an attempt to determine the speed of xxriie 

conduction in ensory nerves. ;undt (19), as early as 1861, also had 

recognized the significance of the personal equation psycho1ogr. It 

was Bonders (Ii), however, who £ir8t devised th compound reaction time 

E3xperiment for the study of mental or central , ttris madrxg 

it a realistic psychological problem. His reaction experiments made 

U80 of two stimuli. In one method he required ti-io sibject to respond 

to one stimulus and to refrain from reaponding to the other, The 

difference in reaction time between this method and that oi the simple 

reaction method where only one stimulus is presented and the sihject 

responds as soon as he is cognizant of it, Donders attributed to the 

time required to make the di8crimination of the stimi In a third 

method where the subject is required to respond differently to each 

ei' tvo stimuli which may be presented, a tiU Lurther Increase in 

time was bund. This further increase in timo Donders attributed to 

the addition of 'chojce" to the discrimination problen. 

Jung (9), in working t-ith what he called the Association 

£cperiment, incorporated the reaction time method as one means of 

studying complexes.tt He postulated that in the cases where the 

stimulus words become associated with complexes there resulta an 

interference with the subject's associative processes. lie found that 

such "conplex indicatorsti could be recognized by extreme delays of 

response, peculiar types of responses, or na responses at all. In 

terms of ari asociationist theory of memory, reaction time 

disturbances euch as Jung found could then be accounted for easily by 



reference to the phenoiiena of conflicting associations of about equal 

strength. These initiate incompatible responae tendencies that block 

any respon8e unti]. suc time a the subject can snake a choice from 

aiuong those repone tendencies and proceed to execute at he hirelf 

considers to be the aost appropriate response under the circuistances. 

It therefore appeared that ail thought processes have a preparator 

phase during which time it i possible or the tiirnilus to make imany 

associations, These may elicit a multitude of response tendencies 

from aTlOng thich the subject exercises a sort of choice in the 

ocuttork of a response. The extent to which the subject was or was 

not capable of avoiding the elicitation of incompatible response 

tendencies seems to detexine the riount of time needed to make a 

response. Those suhject that were not able to carry out these 

processes readily were then assumed to have encountered conflicting 

associations which elicited incompatible response tendencies that 

inhibited or blocked any response. It thus appeared to Jung that the 

intensity of the conflict touched upon r the stimulus word was a 

major factor in determininz both the quality of the response arid the 

delay of it. 

In the more recently developed field of projective psychological 

testing,, the reaction time method has also played a role of iajor 

importance. Lorachach (ls), in his early research work with ink- 

blot stimulus cards, called attention to the use of the time for 

first response to each card as an important indicator of the extent 

to ihich the perceptual processes of the sabject are disturbed by the 



perception of the stimulus and the consequent appercoption derivod 

froii it Although the originators of the Theniatic Apperception ToBt 

did not include nieasurenBnt oÍ reaction tïe to their BtuIauiuB CardS 

as part of their means of tect analysis, narr pre8ent.day uBers of 

the test have ircorporated this aeairement arid use it in iich the 

same ay as it is done in the Rorschach Test. Among other pz'ojecttve 

techniques in which reaction time Ls also being used is the 

Sentence Completion type of test. 

Some recent studies have been made with projective instrumenta 

in which specific attention has been ,iven to the factor of speed of 

response. Rapaport (iJ) studied this factor very extensively with 

both the Word Association Test and the Rorsehach Test. With the 

former he finds that delay of res:onse becomes more probable not on'y 

as the degree of maladjustment increases but also with the increasing 

likelihood that the stimulus words touch upon traumatic material and 

experiences In his study with the Rorschach Test, he deals with t1 

problem of reaction time more extensively. Although his statistical 

findings are ot conclusive and not extensive enough to warrant the 

consideration of the reaction time as a diagnostic indicator, he does 

find consistent differences &ong various nosoloical, or disease, 

groups. 116 concludes that within the normal rane, delayed reaction 

times may be primarily referred t an inhibttion effect; while within 

the pathological range, delayed reaction time is more frequently 

indicative of depressive psychomotor retardation of patholoLcal 

inhibition. In addition, he concludes that very short reaction 



tbnes may be attriitah1e to extenEive ideational productivity. 

In the íield of physiology, much research has been done in 

correlating reaction tine to exerciees and athletics. Iurnerous 

studies have shown that athletes have a faiter reaction time tian 

nonatuiletes (2, 11, 18). Thora also seems to be soue relation between 

reaction time and reflexes. For instance, sprinters have shorter 

reaction and shorter pateliar reflex tities than do long-distance 

runners (12) . Pbysialo1ists have found iïtany other factors that affect 

reaction time. Karpovich (10) states that the condition of the 

subject should be considered because fatigue slows don reaction time. 

He also states that reaction time has diurnal variations, the best 

time usually being obtainable in the afternoon. According to £.tweU 

and Elbel (i), age also ahould be considered because reaction time is 

slor in younger children and gradually improves with age, reaching 

its maxLmun at the college-age period. 

ThE PJR?OSE OF ThIS $TtJDY 

With knowledge of the history and the work that has been done 

with reaction time, it can be seen that iaany factors affect individual 

differences noted in reaction time. This study of 7th, 8th, and 9th 

grade boys is i'iade to further the knowledge of factors that affect 

reaction time. 



CHAPTER II 

ÁPPARTUS AND PROCEDURE 

The machine used Lor this study is the NeurOEnuscular 

Chronceter designed by Dz'. C. L. Anderson, Oregon State Co11ege 

The Neuroiniscu1ar Qironometer i designed to make an accurate tlme 

calibration of human respone to various atimtill. Time required for 

flexion and extension of the hands and arms, flexion and lateral move- 

ment of the leg, and extenrion of the lower leg can be measured 

precisely. Sbnple reactions without choice as weil as those requiring 

a choice of response can be caJ.ibrated. Circuits are designed so that 

only the correct resporwe Will result in a rìcording. 

The principle of operation of the chroricnueter ia that a ohared 
capacitor will always lose a definito percentage of Its charge when it 
j_s connected across a resistor for a certain period of time. This 

device provides an electronic means of discharging a stable capacitor 

through a stable resistor for the duration of the tine interval to be 

measured. The percentage of charge lost is accurately detexnined 1 a 

self-balancing potentioraetez' and this percentage is indicated by a 

r!ochaniea1 pointer coupled to the potentiometer and rotation over a 

clock dial calibrated in units of tii AU charging and discharging 

is accOEnplished through inertialcss electronic mieroswitahes, thus 

peiinitting extremely- short tLnie intervals (.001 second) to be meaauxd 

accurately. The total "lag" o! the operation is calculated to be .003 

seconds, Figure 1 shows the Neuromuscular Chronometer in operation. 
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Procedure. In adminttering tho test, both the procedure and 

the explanation were consistent. Two subjects were in the rooi at the 

same time o that one could f&iiiarize himself with procedures before 

taking the tests. St1iuIi ro rever8ed for every subject. For 

exaiip1e, one subject u1d use red light and buzzer for the left hand 

or Loot and en light and bell for the rtght hand or foot. This was 

reversed for the 8econd subject. The time interval tiVen between 

stimuli was varied between ono and three counts After initial 

explanation, the subject was told to concentrate on the ati.muli and 

turn it off every the it cane on. The subject was alao told that no 

further explanation would be given except to change position for 

te3ting. There were no 9ignala given such a "O.K." or 1Oa4Y", 

hereby the subject could anticipate and thus out guess the exaniner. 

No attempt was made to catch the subject off guard or to fool him, but 

e7ery attempt was iade t keep from forming a pattern or routine in 

teøting o far as Btimuli were concerned. 

Fecognizing the difference that time or daj uakoa on reaction 

thie, testh were given to al]. three gxades both morning and afterneon. 

One half of each oup took the tests in the raorning, the ether half 

took tests in the afternoon. 

Fiiire 3 Bhows the score card used for testing. Ther'e are eight 

different positions using both light and sound. Two readings were 

taken foi' e'ery test with the best reading used to cipile statietics. 

In drawing histograms, On]D those tests showing the best exariple of 

the thole picture were drawn, thus elirainating enorzaous portions of 

insignificant statistics 
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The test group consisted of Lifty boys, 10 seventh graders, 

20 .ighth graders and 20 nInth graders. The seventh graders were 

tested at Harding Grado School, Corvallis, Oregon, in cooperation 

with . WWiaIa MeArthur, wi-io was gathering data for a sbuilar 

stu at the eieientary level. The eighth and ninth graders ware 

tested at Corvallis High School, To better understand the nLachine 

and to eatabliøh a pattern of teat administration, a trial group 

of four boys was tested with the data obtained not used in the 

studr. 
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NEURO-ÌAtJSCULAR PSPONSES 
IN JTJIJIOR HIGH SCHOOL BOYS 
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GHAPT III 

THE SiUC 

Man's reactions to stimuli are inherent in his existence. 

fr e*rt&1 n'an to modern nian, proper response has been of 

prirnary ortance. In maxy Instances, speed of reaction ha been 

o!: as iuucìi in,ortance as proper type of response. Today, in our 

niechanized ].1ve8, reaction tiJac can raeari the difference between life 

and death. It has becone imperative that we study reaction time uiuch 

more thoroughly to discover aU the factors affecting it. This study 

deals with an investigation of sinple responses of Junior High School 

students to further knowledge of factors involving reaction Urne. 

Tables of Results. To present a clear picture of data 

assembled, tables, in figures i, and 6, have been developed. These 

tables give results in averages together with maximum and rninimirni ti 

intervals to indicate ranges of reaction time. Averages were deter 

mined for left and right hand and Loot action with all four stiniuli 

used. Averages for choice were Ligured for right arid left only. 

Stinu3.us and Ronse. As vas noted in the procedure, the red 

and green liits were used both for left and right hand action. 

Results showed that no consistent pattern formed which indicates that 

colors red or green made littLe or no difference in reeponse to light. 

The sano results were noted in using the bell and buzzer. There was 

no difference in speed of response to the bell or the buszer. 
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When light and sound are compared, tìi8re iø a definite pattern 

of easter reaction to sound than to light. The graph in figure 7 

points up this differonce, Extension the right hana was used tor 

compari3on aa it bat revea1 this difference. In the 7th grade, a 

difference between light and sound tirne3 of .iIO or 21% wa recorded 

br high readings. The differonce o time between averaL,es of sound 

and light is .067 which represente a speed reduction of 22% in response 

tQ sound. The 8th grade differences are .ObO between high-tine 

responses or 10% and .032 between averaes of light and sound repro- 

senting U%. The 9th aders had no dLfferonce in high readin8 arid 

oniy .008 or 3% difference in averages. At ail three Lrade IevLs, 

7th, 6th, a]d 9th, reaction to sound is faster than the reaction to 

1i4:ht. The fastest reaction time wae iìade to sound by the 9th ade 

boys. The 1owest time was ivade to light at the 7th grade level. The 

ran;e ot thîios is greater in light reactions than those rans for 

sound except for the 9th {rade level, where the range for sound was 

reater than. the range for light. however, the average wa lower, 

thus ïndicating the probability that this is a case of extrents. 

ilandedness and Response. The responses oi' the left and right 

hand and left and right leg in simple reflex niovements indicated that 

handedness had no effect on response tine. Figure 8 reveals the 

responses of the 9th grado subjects. These are responses when using 

light as the stimulus. In tising the couparisons of the graph in 

figure 8, care xiust be used not to compare results of one test with 

that of any other because f the difference of distance required in 
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iaking the movement. Comparison of left and' right in the same move- 

ment is the only valid comparison which can bs nae. As can be søen, 

the res'tlts show that neither of the hands and that neither of the 

feet predominates and. that in simple reflex movements, handedness has 

no def.Lnite hearin in responso time, 

and Reaction Time. Data reveal that reaction tine decreases 

with age at the junior high school level. The biggest decrease in 

tine occurs froL the 7th to the 8th 'ade, with time differences of as 

much as .Oii representing lO of response time. The difference 

between the 8th and 9th grados is very much less. The greatest 

difference between 8th and 9th graders occurred in foot extension with 

a time difference of .020 representing 6% of the response time. 

Figure 9 reveals the differences between averages at the various grade 

levels. Ages used for comparisons were l2. years for 7th grade, 

13.E years for 8th grade, and 11 years for 9th grade. Reaction times 

for the combined leg movement show the least difference between age 

groups With only .003 or .% difference between 7th and 8th grades 

and 8th and 9th grades. Averages shown in the graph were established 

using light as a stimulus. mien sound was used, the recorded time was 

even less; but the overall pattern of change was the same as that for 

response to light. 

Flexion versus bxtension. Tables in Ligures I, , and 6, 

indicate that hand flexion is slower than hand extension except at 

the 9th grade level with tie left hand. The greatest difference 

between hand flexion and hand extension can be found at the 7th grade 
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level with differences of .036 or 1O boin recorded. The lowest 

recorded difference at this age level was .008 or 2% of response tifle. 

The £th graders recorded the most consistent dif±erences. They 

recorded thrie differences of .00li, .003, and ,OOl; but these repre-. 

sented 1% of their respective response times. In referring to 

figure 6, the 9th graders had the most erratte readings between hand 

flexion and hand extension 4th a difference of .Ol or % of response 

time for one hand and .009 or 3% o response for the other hand. 

However, the % represents hand extrnion time reduced under hand 

flexion timo; arid the 3% represente hand flexion tiiie reduced under 

hand extension. xcept for this one deviation, the overal1 picture 

would indicate that movexents involvinf hand exterion would be ìore 

readily accomplished than those involving flexion of the hand. 

Comparison oi arri flexion and extension is not feasible because 

of distance moved to accomplish movement in testing. In comparing 

foot extension and leg 1oxion, other factors enter the picture, thus 

red:cing validity of comparison. The lag, in flexing, is a larger 

massa thus using more muscles and requirin: the activation of more 

nerve pat terms. 

Reaction Time of Choice. Referring to data in Ligures L, , and 

6, the reacti3n times involving choice are much longer than movements 

not requiring choice. The increases ranged from .099 or ih% to .2O 

02 ¿49% over initial aove tents The greatest increase in time occurred 

in simple flexion and extension movements The time increase in the 

combined leg action was the least of any o the movements. Faster 
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reaction to sound than to 1igt holds trxe even when ehoico i involved. 

An accurate accomt wa, raade of the 'wrong choices aade . The 

left hand reacted to th stiruli for tlie right hand as bih aa 9 times 

rnore than the right hand reacted for the left hand stixnuli in one 

te2ttng raovement. Normally the left hand reacted only i or 2 timos 

more per iovezient than did the right hand. 

There were 2 incidents of' the clock running over i second, 

indicating indecision in making a choice. However, there was never a 

wrong choice made ont any of' these 2S readins. The incidence of the 

clock rtixrning over 3. second was higher among 9th graders than among 

the 8th graders, 
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In Chapter I, iriforrnation about previous studies of reaction 

time indicated the conclusions that were drawn. With the$e a a basis 

from which to start, the data and comparisons made in Chapter III 

point up established conclusions and ive even further insight into the 

factors affecting reaction tiiie in junior high school boys. For 

clarity, the conclusions drawn froia this study have been divided into 

parts: 1. Stimuli and Response; 2. Handedness and Response; 

3. A:s and Reaction Timo; 1. Flexion versus xtension; . Reaction 

Time of Choice. 

Stimulus 1esponse. 

The data indicate that colors red and ¿roen in light make no 

difference in reaction timo. en sound was used, little or no 

dLference could be distinguished in reaction thae of bell and buzzer. 

hen lieht was compared with sound, the reaction times indicated that 

sound created faster reactions. From this it can be concluded that 

sound is a better stimulus than li.ght. If faster reaction time is to 

be aciøved, sound should be u8ed 08 the stimulus. 

Handedness and Response. 

i?rcu the data in Chapter III, we can conclude that in simple 



reflex movernerit8 handedness has no significant bearing on reaction 

time. In today's mechanized life, this is significant because xiany 

o1 our tasks require use of both hands simu1taneou.1y and with 

preciøion, ith t1i$ "natural zbidexteriir" in siiapls reaction 

movements, man can accop1ieh his daily tasks two handed instead aZ 

one handed, This is crrident in the strucbxre ot the aXas, if one 

were used much more than the other, there wuiid be a noticeable 

difference in size. 

and Reaction Tim. 

In the introduction, reference was made to an earlier study that 

found that ae had a very definite efect on reaction time and that in 

younger children it was slower and dradually improved, reaching its 

maximum at the college level. The study further establishes this 

point. A greater improvement between 7th and 8th graders was noted 

than between the C th and 9th raders From this it can be concluded 

that age very definitely affects reaction time, but that it seems that 

at the 8th grade level there tends to be a leveling off and improve- 

ment at the 9th grade level is less pronounced. 

Flexion versus Extension. 

Comparisons between flexion and extension were limited because 

oZ other iactors that decreased the validity of comparison. The on]y 

comparison made was that between simple hand flexion and hand exten- 

sion, From the data presented in Chapter III, it can be concluded 



that np1e hand extension is a £aster roactthri than irnp1e hand flex- 

ion, The one variance noted at the 9th za.de 1vel i-arrants iaore study 

as this could be an indication that up to the age level of 9th graders, 

hand extension is a faster reaction than hand flexion; but at this age 

level the situation change e ìth botii roactione tending to equalize. 

Further stucr ou1d alSo tell whether after the 9th grade level the 

xactions rerain equal or fuU rever ce or even return to original 

oheervation noted In younger age groups. 

Reaction Time of Choice. 

When the response requires a second actor, choice, the time 

required to respond is greatly increased. As before, the time 

interqaas decreased With increase in ago. Indecision was higher in 

the 9th grade than in the other two grades. This raises the question 

of whether thus running out indicates indecision or whether it idi 

catee that older boys have a tendency to e sure of choice before 

responding e Wrong choices made d.ecreased wi th age The left hand 

reacting to the stimuli for the right hand is difficult t explain. 

One explanation could be that stidents who are right handed feel they 

are faster with their right hand and, therefore, concentrate ori 

iraprovin their weaknesses, which means they are overly left-conscioua. 

General Studr Conclusion. 

over all others. This factor is that of age. The averages show this 



very markedly. As an overall study conclusion, there is tangible 

evidence that individuals have a neuromuscular response age just as 

they have an intellectual, reading, and chronological age, The indi- 

vidual differences in the ncurorniscul3r response age are just as 

varied as in the other ages. Only through many nore studie$ of this 

nature will we be able to establish ranges of neuromuscular response 

for every age group, 

The Loflowing is a list of related studies that can be made 

using the Neuromuscular Chronometer as the testing device: 

Longitudinal 8tudies of neuromuscular maturation from ages 
6 to 26. 

Horizontal studies of nei uscular maturation levels. 

Indices oÍ' neuromuscular agxtg, 

Effect of fatigue on response. 

Effect of throxin on response. 

Basal metabolic rate and response. 

Litefligence and response. 

Prjaj size and response. 

Constitutior.a]. type and response. 

Coordination and response. 

Conparatve response of flexion and extension. 

Various responses to light stiuli, 

Various responses to soimd sthauli, 

Correlation, of reactions t,o various athletic &W.ls. 

Correlation of reactions to ousic and other skills. 

Muscular lag in response. 
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